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Sydney Railway Company
Edward Knox a director, 21
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taxation
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makes government a "sleeping partner", 325
of companies a cost of production, 375-76
of companies—general, 379-81
of government and co-operative businesses, 378
some effects of high taxation of companies, 372-80
technical field service, C.S.R.’s, 124-30
origins in Dr Kottmann’s early work, 40-43
in Australia, 109-11
in Fiji, 75-77
tel quel
explanation, app. 2
tenant-farming system in Fiji
introduced by C.S.R. 1924, 34, 71, app. 4
success of system, 72, 73
The Colonial Sugar Refining Company
Limited
see Colonial Sugar Refining Company
Timbrock hardboard
manufacture by C.S.R., 218-19
tooth decay
its relation to sugar consumption, 161-62, app. 24
Tooth, Edwin
original shareholder in C.S.R., 13, app. 28
Towns, Capt Robert
used Kanakas on Qld cotton plantation
1863, 15, app. 4
tradition
its influence in C.S.R., xi, 343
of group sentiment in C.S.R., 267
treacle
a refined syrup, 181
Tryon, H.
collected Badila cane in New Guinea 1896, 131, app. 4
unions, labour
in Fiji, 85-88
influence of in Aust. and N.Z., 259-61
Venetians
as sugar refiners, 2
set pattern of trade in sugar, 12
Victoria Mill—continued
duplication of 1955, 94, 144
estate cut up into small farms 1891, app. 4
opened 1883, 27, app. 4
steam ploughs used at 1886, 27-28
suggested move to Fiji, 291
Victoria Sugar Company
amalgamated with C.S.R. 1887, 44, 201, app. 4
financial difficulties, 44
formed in Melbourne 1857, 18, 43, app. 4
lost £400,000 in 1884, 294
partner with C.S.R. in Qld, Fiji and N.Z., 27, 43, 200
refinery destroyed by fire 1875, 43, app. 4
vitamin C (ascorbic acid)
a product of C.S.R. Chemicals Pty Ltd, 226-27
wages
arbitration system has no sound economic
data to guide in fixing, 262
can be avenue for development of statism, 338
determination of, 257-70
fixation of, 371-72
Walker, Archibald
original shareholder in C.S.R., 13, app. 28
Walker, William
original shareholder in C.S.R., 13, app. 28
Walton, T. U.
Scots sugar chemist engaged by C.S.R.
1881, 36, app. 4
trained C.S.R. staff, 39
Ward, Barbara
on capital investment, 327, 329
white men in tropics
cane first cultivated by white men at
C.S.R. mills in N.S.W., 28
“world price” of raw sugar
applies to minor part of world trade, 93, 97-98
foundation of other prices, 149-50
often a “dump” price, 64
1885-1954, 58
1728-1954, app. 13
Yarraville Refinery
bought by Vic. Sugar Co. 1875, 43, 44, app. 4